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These results are obtained via a (often non trivial) 
combination of basic succinct data structures
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NextGEQ queries are similar and need the 
decompression of only few values
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ABSTRACT
Unicorn is an online, in-memory social graph-aware index-
ing system designed to search trillions of edges between tens
of billions of users and entities on thousands of commodity
servers. Unicorn is based on standard concepts in informa-
tion retrieval, but it includes features to promote results
with good social proximity. It also supports queries that re-
quire multiple round-trips to leaves in order to retrieve ob-
jects that are more than one edge away from source nodes.
Unicorn is designed to answer billions of queries per day at
latencies in the hundreds of milliseconds, and it serves as an
infrastructural building block for Facebook’s Graph Search
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1. INTRODUCTION
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search system called Unicorn1. Unicorn was designed with
the goal of being able to quickly and scalably search all basic
structured information on the social graph and to perform
complex set operations on the results. Unicorn resembles
traditional search indexing systems [14, 21, 22] and serves
its index from memory, but it di↵ers in significant ways be-
cause it was built to support social graph retrieval and social
ranking from its inception. Unicorn helps products to splice
interesting views of the social graph online for new user ex-
periences.

Unicorn is the primary backend system for Facebook Graph
Search and is designed to serve billions of queries per day
with response latencies less than a few hundred milliseconds.
As the product has grown and organically added more fea-
tures, Unicorn has been modified to suit the product’s re-
quirements. This paper is intended to serve as both a nar-

1The name was chosen because engineers joked that—much
like the mythical quadruped—this system would solve all of
our problems and heal our woes if only it existed.
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rative of the evolution of Unicorn’s architecture, as well as
documentation for the major features and components of
the system.
To the best of our knowledge, no other online graph re-

trieval system has ever been built with the scale of Unicorn
in terms of both data volume and query volume. The sys-
tem serves tens of billions of nodes and trillions of edges
at scale while accounting for per-edge privacy, and it must
also support realtime updates for all edges and nodes while
serving billions of daily queries at low latencies.
This paper includes three main contributions:

• We describe how we applied common information re-
trieval architectural concepts to the domain of the so-
cial graph.

• We discuss key features for promoting socially relevant
search results.

• We discuss two operators, apply and extract, which
allow rich semantic graph queries.

This paper is divided into four major parts. In Sections 2–
5, we discuss the motivation for building unicorn, its design,
and basic API. In Section 6, we describe how Unicorn was
adapted to serve as the backend for Facebook’s typeahead
search. We also discuss how to promote and rank socially
relevant results. In Sections 7–8, we build on the imple-
mentation of typeahead to construct a new kind of search
engine. By performing multi-stage queries that traverse a
series of edges, the system is able to return complex, user-
customized views of the social graph. Finally, in Sections
8–10, we talk about privacy, scaling, and the system’s per-
formance characteristics for typical queries.

2. THE SOCIAL GRAPH
Facebook maintains a database of the inter-relationships

between the people and things in the real world, which it
calls the social graph. Like any other directed graph, it
consists of nodes signifying people and things; and edges
representing a relationship between two nodes. In the re-
mainder of this paper, we will use the terms node and entity
interchangeably.
Facebook’s primary storage and production serving ar-

chitectures are described in [30]. Entities can be fetched
by their primary key, which is a 64-bit identifier (id). We
also store the edges between entities. Some edges are di-
rectional while others are symmetric, and there are many
thousands of edge-types. The most well known edge-type
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To the best of our knowledge, no other online graph re-

trieval system has ever been built with the scale of Unicorn
in terms of both data volume and query volume. The sys-
tem serves tens of billions of nodes and trillions of edges
at scale while accounting for per-edge privacy, and it must
also support realtime updates for all edges and nodes while
serving billions of daily queries at low latencies.
This paper includes three main contributions:

• We describe how we applied common information re-
trieval architectural concepts to the domain of the so-
cial graph.

• We discuss key features for promoting socially relevant
search results.

• We discuss two operators, apply and extract, which
allow rich semantic graph queries.

This paper is divided into four major parts. In Sections 2–
5, we discuss the motivation for building unicorn, its design,
and basic API. In Section 6, we describe how Unicorn was
adapted to serve as the backend for Facebook’s typeahead
search. We also discuss how to promote and rank socially
relevant results. In Sections 7–8, we build on the imple-
mentation of typeahead to construct a new kind of search
engine. By performing multi-stage queries that traverse a
series of edges, the system is able to return complex, user-
customized views of the social graph. Finally, in Sections
8–10, we talk about privacy, scaling, and the system’s per-
formance characteristics for typical queries.
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5, we discuss the motivation for building unicorn, its design,
and basic API. In Section 6, we describe how Unicorn was
adapted to serve as the backend for Facebook’s typeahead
search. We also discuss how to promote and rank socially
relevant results. In Sections 7–8, we build on the imple-
mentation of typeahead to construct a new kind of search
engine. By performing multi-stage queries that traverse a
series of edges, the system is able to return complex, user-
customized views of the social graph. Finally, in Sections
8–10, we talk about privacy, scaling, and the system’s per-
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in terms of both data volume and query volume. The sys-
tem serves tens of billions of nodes and trillions of edges
at scale while accounting for per-edge privacy, and it must
also support realtime updates for all edges and nodes while
serving billions of daily queries at low latencies.
This paper includes three main contributions:

• We describe how we applied common information re-
trieval architectural concepts to the domain of the so-
cial graph.

• We discuss key features for promoting socially relevant
search results.

• We discuss two operators, apply and extract, which
allow rich semantic graph queries.

This paper is divided into four major parts. In Sections 2–
5, we discuss the motivation for building unicorn, its design,
and basic API. In Section 6, we describe how Unicorn was
adapted to serve as the backend for Facebook’s typeahead
search. We also discuss how to promote and rank socially
relevant results. In Sections 7–8, we build on the imple-
mentation of typeahead to construct a new kind of search
engine. By performing multi-stage queries that traverse a
series of edges, the system is able to return complex, user-
customized views of the social graph. Finally, in Sections
8–10, we talk about privacy, scaling, and the system’s per-
formance characteristics for typical queries.

2. THE SOCIAL GRAPH
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between the people and things in the real world, which it
calls the social graph. Like any other directed graph, it
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The first two plots above show that increasing the in-
ner truncation limit leads to higher latency and cost, with
latency passing 100ms at approximately a limit of 5000.
Query cost increases sub-linearly, but there will likely always
be queries whose inner result sets will need to be truncated
to prevent latency from exceeding a reasonable threshold
(say, 100ms).

This means that—barring architectural changes—we will
always have queries that require inner truncation. As men-
tioned in section 7.1.2, good inner query ranking is typically
the most useful tool. However, it is always possible to con-
struct “needle-in-a-haystack” queries that elicit bad perfor-
mance. Query planning and selective denormalization can
help in many of these cases.

The final plot shows that relative deviation increases grad-
ually as the truncation limit increases. Larger outer queries
have higher variance per shard as perceived by the rack ag-
gregator. This is likely because network queuing delays be-
come more likely as query size increases.

11. RELATED WORK
In the last few years, sustained progress has been made in

scaling graph search via the SPARQL language, and some
of these systems focus, like Unicorn, on real-time response
to ad-hoc queries [24, 12]. Where Unicorn seeks to handle a
finite number of well understood edges and scale to trillions
of edges, SPARQL engines intend to handle arbitrary graph
structure and complex queries, and scale to tens of millions
of edges [24]. That said, it is interesting to note that the
current state-of-the-art in performance is based on variants
of a structure from [12] in which data is vertically partitioned
and stored in a column store. This data structure uses a
clustered B+ tree of (subject-id, value) for each property
and emphasizes merge-joins, and thus seems to be evolving
toward a posting-list-style architecture with fast intersection
and union as supported by Unicorn.

Recently, work has been done on adding keyword search
to SPARQL-style queries [28, 15], leading to the integration
of posting lists retrieval with structured indices. This work
is currently at much smaller scale than Unicorn. Starting
with XML data graphs, work has been done to search for
subgraphs based on keywords (see, e.g. [16, 20]). The focus
of this work is returning a subgraph, while Unicorn returns
an ordered list of entities.

In some work [13, 18], the term ’social search’ in fact refers
to a system that supports question-answering, and the social
graph is used to predict which person can answer a question.

While some similar ranking features may be used, Unicorn
supports queries about the social graph rather than via the
graph, a fundamentally di↵erent application.

12. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the evolution of a graph-

based indexing system and how we added features to make it
useful for a consumer product that receives billions of queries
per week. Our main contributions are showing how many
information retrieval concepts can be put to work for serv-
ing graph queries, and we described a simple yet practical
multiple round-trip algorithm for serving even more com-
plex queries where edges are not denormalized and instead
must be traversed sequentially.
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Open Source
All Unicorn index server and aggregator code is written in
C++. Unicorn relies extensively on modules in Facebook’s
“Folly” Open Source Library [5]. As part of the e↵ort of
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plementation of the Elias-Fano index representation [31] as
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• We describe how we applied common information re-
trieval architectural concepts to the domain of the so-
cial graph.

• We discuss key features for promoting socially relevant
search results.

• We discuss two operators, apply and extract, which
allow rich semantic graph queries.

This paper is divided into four major parts. In Sections 2–
5, we discuss the motivation for building unicorn, its design,
and basic API. In Section 6, we describe how Unicorn was
adapted to serve as the backend for Facebook’s typeahead
search. We also discuss how to promote and rank socially
relevant results. In Sections 7–8, we build on the imple-
mentation of typeahead to construct a new kind of search
engine. By performing multi-stage queries that traverse a
series of edges, the system is able to return complex, user-
customized views of the social graph. Finally, in Sections
8–10, we talk about privacy, scaling, and the system’s per-
formance characteristics for typical queries.

2. THE SOCIAL GRAPH
Facebook maintains a database of the inter-relationships

between the people and things in the real world, which it
calls the social graph. Like any other directed graph, it
consists of nodes signifying people and things; and edges
representing a relationship between two nodes. In the re-
mainder of this paper, we will use the terms node and entity
interchangeably.
Facebook’s primary storage and production serving ar-

chitectures are described in [30]. Entities can be fetched
by their primary key, which is a 64-bit identifier (id). We
also store the edges between entities. Some edges are di-
rectional while others are symmetric, and there are many
thousands of edge-types. The most well known edge-type
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The first two plots above show that increasing the in-
ner truncation limit leads to higher latency and cost, with
latency passing 100ms at approximately a limit of 5000.
Query cost increases sub-linearly, but there will likely always
be queries whose inner result sets will need to be truncated
to prevent latency from exceeding a reasonable threshold
(say, 100ms).

This means that—barring architectural changes—we will
always have queries that require inner truncation. As men-
tioned in section 7.1.2, good inner query ranking is typically
the most useful tool. However, it is always possible to con-
struct “needle-in-a-haystack” queries that elicit bad perfor-
mance. Query planning and selective denormalization can
help in many of these cases.

The final plot shows that relative deviation increases grad-
ually as the truncation limit increases. Larger outer queries
have higher variance per shard as perceived by the rack ag-
gregator. This is likely because network queuing delays be-
come more likely as query size increases.
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scaling graph search via the SPARQL language, and some
of these systems focus, like Unicorn, on real-time response
to ad-hoc queries [24, 12]. Where Unicorn seeks to handle a
finite number of well understood edges and scale to trillions
of edges, SPARQL engines intend to handle arbitrary graph
structure and complex queries, and scale to tens of millions
of edges [24]. That said, it is interesting to note that the
current state-of-the-art in performance is based on variants
of a structure from [12] in which data is vertically partitioned
and stored in a column store. This data structure uses a
clustered B+ tree of (subject-id, value) for each property
and emphasizes merge-joins, and thus seems to be evolving
toward a posting-list-style architecture with fast intersection
and union as supported by Unicorn.

Recently, work has been done on adding keyword search
to SPARQL-style queries [28, 15], leading to the integration
of posting lists retrieval with structured indices. This work
is currently at much smaller scale than Unicorn. Starting
with XML data graphs, work has been done to search for
subgraphs based on keywords (see, e.g. [16, 20]). The focus
of this work is returning a subgraph, while Unicorn returns
an ordered list of entities.

In some work [13, 18], the term ’social search’ in fact refers
to a system that supports question-answering, and the social
graph is used to predict which person can answer a question.

While some similar ranking features may be used, Unicorn
supports queries about the social graph rather than via the
graph, a fundamentally di↵erent application.

12. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the evolution of a graph-

based indexing system and how we added features to make it
useful for a consumer product that receives billions of queries
per week. Our main contributions are showing how many
information retrieval concepts can be put to work for serv-
ing graph queries, and we described a simple yet practical
multiple round-trip algorithm for serving even more com-
plex queries where edges are not denormalized and instead
must be traversed sequentially.
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ABSTRACT
Unicorn is an online, in-memory social graph-aware index-
ing system designed to search trillions of edges between tens
of billions of users and entities on thousands of commodity
servers. Unicorn is based on standard concepts in informa-
tion retrieval, but it includes features to promote results
with good social proximity. It also supports queries that re-
quire multiple round-trips to leaves in order to retrieve ob-
jects that are more than one edge away from source nodes.
Unicorn is designed to answer billions of queries per day at
latencies in the hundreds of milliseconds, and it serves as an
infrastructural building block for Facebook’s Graph Search
product. In this paper, we describe the data model and
query language supported by Unicorn. We also describe its
evolution as it became the primary backend for Facebook’s
search o↵erings.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past three years we have built and deployed a

search system called Unicorn1. Unicorn was designed with
the goal of being able to quickly and scalably search all basic
structured information on the social graph and to perform
complex set operations on the results. Unicorn resembles
traditional search indexing systems [14, 21, 22] and serves
its index from memory, but it di↵ers in significant ways be-
cause it was built to support social graph retrieval and social
ranking from its inception. Unicorn helps products to splice
interesting views of the social graph online for new user ex-
periences.

Unicorn is the primary backend system for Facebook Graph
Search and is designed to serve billions of queries per day
with response latencies less than a few hundred milliseconds.
As the product has grown and organically added more fea-
tures, Unicorn has been modified to suit the product’s re-
quirements. This paper is intended to serve as both a nar-

1The name was chosen because engineers joked that—much
like the mythical quadruped—this system would solve all of
our problems and heal our woes if only it existed.
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rative of the evolution of Unicorn’s architecture, as well as
documentation for the major features and components of
the system.
To the best of our knowledge, no other online graph re-

trieval system has ever been built with the scale of Unicorn
in terms of both data volume and query volume. The sys-
tem serves tens of billions of nodes and trillions of edges
at scale while accounting for per-edge privacy, and it must
also support realtime updates for all edges and nodes while
serving billions of daily queries at low latencies.
This paper includes three main contributions:

• We describe how we applied common information re-
trieval architectural concepts to the domain of the so-
cial graph.

• We discuss key features for promoting socially relevant
search results.

• We discuss two operators, apply and extract, which
allow rich semantic graph queries.

This paper is divided into four major parts. In Sections 2–
5, we discuss the motivation for building unicorn, its design,
and basic API. In Section 6, we describe how Unicorn was
adapted to serve as the backend for Facebook’s typeahead
search. We also discuss how to promote and rank socially
relevant results. In Sections 7–8, we build on the imple-
mentation of typeahead to construct a new kind of search
engine. By performing multi-stage queries that traverse a
series of edges, the system is able to return complex, user-
customized views of the social graph. Finally, in Sections
8–10, we talk about privacy, scaling, and the system’s per-
formance characteristics for typical queries.

2. THE SOCIAL GRAPH
Facebook maintains a database of the inter-relationships

between the people and things in the real world, which it
calls the social graph. Like any other directed graph, it
consists of nodes signifying people and things; and edges
representing a relationship between two nodes. In the re-
mainder of this paper, we will use the terms node and entity
interchangeably.
Facebook’s primary storage and production serving ar-

chitectures are described in [30]. Entities can be fetched
by their primary key, which is a 64-bit identifier (id). We
also store the edges between entities. Some edges are di-
rectional while others are symmetric, and there are many
thousands of edge-types. The most well known edge-type
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The first two plots above show that increasing the in-
ner truncation limit leads to higher latency and cost, with
latency passing 100ms at approximately a limit of 5000.
Query cost increases sub-linearly, but there will likely always
be queries whose inner result sets will need to be truncated
to prevent latency from exceeding a reasonable threshold
(say, 100ms).

This means that—barring architectural changes—we will
always have queries that require inner truncation. As men-
tioned in section 7.1.2, good inner query ranking is typically
the most useful tool. However, it is always possible to con-
struct “needle-in-a-haystack” queries that elicit bad perfor-
mance. Query planning and selective denormalization can
help in many of these cases.

The final plot shows that relative deviation increases grad-
ually as the truncation limit increases. Larger outer queries
have higher variance per shard as perceived by the rack ag-
gregator. This is likely because network queuing delays be-
come more likely as query size increases.
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scaling graph search via the SPARQL language, and some
of these systems focus, like Unicorn, on real-time response
to ad-hoc queries [24, 12]. Where Unicorn seeks to handle a
finite number of well understood edges and scale to trillions
of edges, SPARQL engines intend to handle arbitrary graph
structure and complex queries, and scale to tens of millions
of edges [24]. That said, it is interesting to note that the
current state-of-the-art in performance is based on variants
of a structure from [12] in which data is vertically partitioned
and stored in a column store. This data structure uses a
clustered B+ tree of (subject-id, value) for each property
and emphasizes merge-joins, and thus seems to be evolving
toward a posting-list-style architecture with fast intersection
and union as supported by Unicorn.

Recently, work has been done on adding keyword search
to SPARQL-style queries [28, 15], leading to the integration
of posting lists retrieval with structured indices. This work
is currently at much smaller scale than Unicorn. Starting
with XML data graphs, work has been done to search for
subgraphs based on keywords (see, e.g. [16, 20]). The focus
of this work is returning a subgraph, while Unicorn returns
an ordered list of entities.

In some work [13, 18], the term ’social search’ in fact refers
to a system that supports question-answering, and the social
graph is used to predict which person can answer a question.

While some similar ranking features may be used, Unicorn
supports queries about the social graph rather than via the
graph, a fundamentally di↵erent application.

12. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the evolution of a graph-

based indexing system and how we added features to make it
useful for a consumer product that receives billions of queries
per week. Our main contributions are showing how many
information retrieval concepts can be put to work for serv-
ing graph queries, and we described a simple yet practical
multiple round-trip algorithm for serving even more com-
plex queries where edges are not denormalized and instead
must be traversed sequentially.
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Open Source
All Unicorn index server and aggregator code is written in
C++. Unicorn relies extensively on modules in Facebook’s
“Folly” Open Source Library [5]. As part of the e↵ort of
releasing Graph Search, we have open-sourced a C++ im-
plementation of the Elias-Fano index representation [31] as
part of Folly.
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Several Rank/Select implementations (and more) 

• http://github.com/facebook/folly - Facebook  
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• http://github.com/ot/succinct - Giuseppe Ottaviano 
• http://sux.di.unimi.it - Sebastiano Vigna  
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Write the degree sequence in level order
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It still requires O(n log n) bits :-(

Solution: write them in unary

B 1110 0 110 110 0 0 110 110 0 0 0 0

B takes 2n - 1 bits!  
For each node we have a 0 and a 1  

(but the root)
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms
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Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,

Space usage

selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms

similar results for other query types
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,

Space usage
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sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
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Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms
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Results on Gov2 and ClueWeb09

Gov2 ClueWeb09

space doc freq space doc freq
GB bpi bpi GB bpi bpi

EF single 7.66 (+64.7%) 7.53 (+83.4%) 3.14 (+32.4%) 19.63 (+23.1%) 7.46 (+27.7%) 2.44 (+11.0%)

EF uniform 5.17 (+11.2%) 4.63 (+12.9%) 2.58 (+8.4%) 17.78 (+11.5%) 6.58 (+12.6%) 2.39 (+8.8%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.65 4.10 2.38 15.94 5.85 2.20

Interpolative 4.57 (�1.8%) 4.03 (�1.8%) 2.33 (�1.8%) 14.62 (�8.3%) 5.33 (�8.8%) 2.04 (�7.1%)

OptPFD 5.22 (+12.3%) 4.72 (+15.1%) 2.55 (+7.4%) 17.80 (+11.6%) 6.42 (+9.8%) 2.56 (+16.4%)

Varint-G8IU 14.06 (+202.2%) 10.60 (+158.2%) 8.98 (+278.3%) 39.59 (+148.3%) 10.99 (+88.1%) 8.98 (+308.8%)

Table 2: Overall space in gigabytes, and average bits per docId and frequency

Figure 1: Index size in gigabytes for Gov2 with EF

uniform at di↵erent chunk sizes

After fixing ✏2, we let ✏1 vary. Notice the sharp drop in
running time without a noticeable increase in space as soon
as ✏1 is non-zero: it is a direct consequence of the algorithm
going from O(m logm)-time to O(m)-time. Again, the spread
between the worse and best solutions found is smaller than
1%. In the following, we set ✏1 = 0.03. We found that with
these parameters, the average chunk length on Gov2 for docId
sequences is 231 and for frequencies 466. On ClueWeb09 they
are respectively 142 and 512. For brevity we omit the plots
for ClueWeb09, which are very similar to the ones for Gov2.

(a) ✏1 = 0, varying ✏2 from 0.025 to 0.5

(b) ✏2 = 0.3, varying ✏1 from 0 to 0.1

Figure 2: Influence of the parameters ✏1 and ✏2 on
the EF ✏-optimal indexes for Gov2. Solid line is the
overall size in gigabytes (left scale), dashed line is
the construction time in minutes (right scale).

Table 2 shows the index space, both as overall size in
gigabytes and broken down in bits per integers for docIds
and frequencies. Next to each value is shown the relative
loss/gain (in percentage) compared to EF ✏-optimal. The
results confirm that partitioning the indexes indeed pays o↵:
compared to EF ✏-optimal, EF single is 64.7% larger on Gov2
and 23.1% larger on ClueWeb09. The optimization strategy
also produces significant savings: EF uniform is about 11%
larger on both Gov2 and ClueWeb09, but still significantly
smaller than EF single.
Compared to the other indexes, Varint-G8IU is by far the

largest, 2.5 to 3 times larger than EF ✏-optimal; it is partic-
ularly ine�cient on the frequencies, as it needs at least 8
bits to encode an integer. On the other end of the spectrum,
Interpolative confirms its high compression ratio and produces
the smallest indexes, but the edge with EF ✏-optimal is sur-
prisingly small: only 1.8% on Gov2 and 8.3% on ClueWeb09.
To conclude the comparison, we observe that OptPFD loses
more than 10% w.r.t. EF ✏-optimal: 12.3% on Gov2 and 11.6%
on ClueWeb09. Since, as we will show in the following, EF
✏-optimal is also faster than OptPFD, this implies that our
solution dominates OptPFD on the trade-o↵ curve.
Regarding construction time, for all the indexes except

EF ✏-optimal, Gov2 can be processed on a single thread in
8 to 10 minutes, while ClueWeb09 in 24 to 30 minutes; in
both cases the construction is essentially I/O-bound. For EF
✏-optimal, instead, the algorithm that computes the optimal
partition, despite linear-time, has a noticeable CPU cost,
raising the time for Gov2 to 95 minutes and for ClueWeb09
to 284 minutes. However, since the encoding of each list can
be performed independently, using all the 24 cores of the test
machine makes EF ✏-optimal construction I/O-bound as well.
Parallelization does not improve the construction time of the
other encoders.

5.2 Query processing
To evaluate the speed of query processing we randomly

sampled two sets of 1000 queries respectively from TREC
2005 and 2006 E�ciency Track topics, drawing only queries
whose terms are all in the collection dictionary. The two
dataset have quite di↵erent statistics, as will be apparent in
the results.
In his experimental analysis, Vigna [23] provides some

examples showing that Elias-Fano indexes are particularly
e�cient in conjunctive queries that have sparse results. To
make the analysis more systematic, we define as selective any
query such that the fraction of the documents that contain
all its terms over those that contain at least one of them
is small (we set this threshold to 0.5%). For both datasets,
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selective queries among TREC 2005 queries are at least 58%,
and among TREC 2006 queries at least 78%, hence making
up the most part of the samples.

The query times were measured by running each query set
3 times, and averaging the results. All the times are reported
in milliseconds. In the timings tables, next to each timing
is reported in parentheses the relative percentage against
EF ✏-optimal. Not very surprisingly, Interpolative is always
50% to 500% slower than the others, and Varint-G8IU is 10%
to 40% faster, so for the sake of brevity we will focus the
following analysis on the Elias-Fano indexes and OptPFD.

Boolean queries. We first analyze the basic disjunctive
(OR) and conjunctive (AND) queries. Note that these queries
do not need the term frequencies, so only the docId lists are
accessed. For these types of operations, we measure the time
needed to count the number of results matching the query.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 80.7 (+8%) 175.0 (+10%) 261.0 (+0%) 444.0 (�2%)

EF uniform 72.1 (�3%) 154.0 (�3%) 254.0 (�3%) 435.0 (�4%)

EF ✏-optimal 74.5 159.0 261.0 451.0

Interpolative 121.0 (+62%) 257.0 (+62%) 399.0 (+53%) 680.0 (+51%)

OptPFD 69.5 (�7%) 148.0 (�7%) 235.0 (�10%) 398.0 (�12%)

Varint-G8IU 67.4 (�10%) 143.0 (�10%) 222.0 (�15%) 375.0 (�17%)

Table 3: Times for OR queries

Times for OR queries are reported in Table 3. Unsur-
prisingly, as OR needs to scan the whole lists, block-based
indexes perform better than Elias-Fano indexes, since they
are optimized for raw decoding speed. However, the edge is
not as high as one could expect, ranging from 7% to 17%.
In sequential decoding Varint-G8IU can be even double as
fast as OptPFD [15], however in this task it is not even 10%
faster. The reason can be most likely traced back to branch
misprediction penalties: the cost of decoding an integer is in
the order of 2-5 CPU cycles; at each decoded docId, the CPU
has to decide whether it is equal to the current candidate
docId, or if it must be considered as a candidate for the next
docId. The resulting jump is basically unpredictable, and
the branch misprediction penalty on modern CPUs can be
as high as 10-20 cycles (specifically at least 15 for the CPU
we used [13]), thus becoming the main bottleneck of query
processing.
Among Elias-Fano indexes, EF ✏-optimal and EF uniform

are either negligibly slower or slightly faster than EF single;
we believe that the additional complexity is balanced by the
higher memory throughput caused by the smaller sizes.
Table 4 reports the times for AND queries. Again, EF

✏-optimal is competitive with EF single, except for selective
queries where the overhead is slightly higher, touching 14%.
EF uniform is slightly slower, which is likely caused by the
smaller chunk sizes compared to EF ✏-optimal. This will also
be the case in the other queries. Compared to OptPFD, EF
✏-optimal is 14% to 26% faster in all cases on general queries.
The gap becomes even higher for selective queries, ranging
from 34% to 40%, confirming the observations made in [23].

Ranked queries. In order to analyze the impact of accessing
the frequencies in query time, we measured the time required
to find the top-10 results for AND and WAND [3] queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 2.1 (+10%) 4.7 (+1%) 13.6 (�5%) 15.8 (�9%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+9%) 5.1 (+10%) 15.5 (+8%) 18.9 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.9 4.6 14.3 17.4

Interpolative 7.5 (+291%) 20.4 (+343%) 55.7 (+289%) 76.5 (+341%)

OptPFD 2.2 (+14%) 5.7 (+24%) 16.6 (+16%) 21.9 (+26%)

Varint-G8IU 1.5 (�20%) 4.0 (�13%) 11.1 (�23%) 14.8 (�15%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�9%) 9.2 (�14%) 11.1 (�13%)

EF uniform 1.3 (+8%) 3.0 (+11%) 11.3 (+6%) 13.0 (+2%)

EF ✏-optimal 1.2 2.7 10.7 12.7

Interpolative 6.0 (+399%) 14.3 (+430%) 49.9 (+368%) 61.0 (+379%)

OptPFD 1.6 (+34%) 3.8 (+40%) 13.0 (+22%) 17.0 (+33%)

Varint-G8IU 1.1 (�11%) 2.5 (�6%) 8.8 (�18%) 11.3 (�12%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 4: Times for AND queries

using BM25 [18] scoring.
Results for scored AND, reported in Table 5, and for

WAND, reported in Table 6, are actually very similar. As
before, we note that the overhead of EF ✏-optimal against
EF single is small, ranging between 2% and 13% for all
queries, and between 8% and 18% for selective queries. Also
as before, EF uniform is about 10% slower than EF ✏-optimal;
this is likely caused by the optimal partitioning algorithm
placing chunk endpoints around dense clusters of docId,
hence making the query algorithms crossing fewer chunk
boundaries. Compared to OptPFD, EF ✏-optimal is slightly
slower on Gov2 and slightly faster on the larger ClueWeb09 on
all queries. On selective queries, however, it is never slower,
and up to 23% faster, thus providing further evidence that
Elias-Fano indexes benefit significantly from selectiveness,
even for non-conjunctive queries.

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 4.0 (�2%) 8.4 (�7%) 22.8 (�9%) 24.6 (�13%)

EF uniform 4.4 (+7%) 9.8 (+8%) 27.3 (+9%) 31.0 (+9%)

EF ✏-optimal 4.1 9.0 25.1 28.4

Interpolative 14.1 (+242%) 38.6 (+327%) 99.1 (+295%) 132.0 (+365%)

OptPFD 3.9 (�7%) 9.2 (+1%) 25.8 (+3%) 31.6 (+11%)

Varint-G8IU 2.6 (�38%) 5.5 (�39%) 15.8 (�37%) 18.0 (�37%)

(a) All queries

Gov2 ClueWeb09

TREC 05 TREC 06 TREC 05 TREC 06

EF single 1.7 (�16%) 4.1 (�14%) 12.5 (�18%) 16.2 (�17%)

EF uniform 2.1 (+7%) 5.2 (+9%) 16.3 (+7%) 21.1 (+8%)

EF ✏-optimal 2.0 4.8 15.2 19.4

Interpolative 10.2 (+412%) 25.9 (+439%) 80.7 (+430%) 99.7 (+412%)

OptPFD 2.3 (+18%) 5.7 (+18%) 18.8 (+23%) 23.1 (+19%)

Varint-G8IU 1.4 (�32%) 3.3 (�32%) 10.6 (�30%) 13.6 (�30%)

(b) Selective queries

Table 5: Times for AND top-10 BM25 queries

AND queries in ms
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Abstract

Graph reordering is a powerful technique to increase the locality of the representations of
graphs, which can be helpful in several applications. We study how the technique can be used
to improve compression of graphs and inverted indexes.

We extend the recent theoretical model of Chierichetti et al. (KDD 2009) for graph compres-
sion, and show how it can be employed for compression-friendly reordering of social networks and
web graphs and for assigning document identifiers in inverted indexes. We design and implement
a novel theoretically sound reordering algorithm that is based on recursive graph bisection.

Our experiments show a significant improvement of the compression rate of graph and indexes
over existing heuristics. The new method is relatively simple and allows efficient parallel and
distributed implementations, which is demonstrated on graphs with billions of vertices and
hundreds of billions of edges.

1 Introduction

Many real-world systems and applications use in-memory representation of indexes for serving ad-
jacency information in a graph. A popular example is social networks in which the list of friends is
stored for every user. Another example is an inverted index for a collection of documents that stores,
for every term, the list of documents where the term occurs. Maintaining these indexes requires a
compact, yet efficient, representation of graphs.

How to represent and compress such information? Many techniques for graph and index com-
pression have been studied in the literature [24, 37]. Most techniques first sort vertex identifiers in
an adjacency list, and then replace the identifiers (except the first) with differences between con-
secutive ones. The resulting gaps are encoded using some integer compression algorithm. Note that
using gaps instead of original identifiers decreases the values needed to be compressed and results in
a higher compression ratio. We stress that the success of applying a particular encoding algorithm
strongly depends on the distribution of gaps in an adjacency list: a sequence of small and regular
gaps is more compressible than a sequence of large and random ones.

This observation has motivated the approach of assigning identifiers in a way that optimizes
compression. Graph reordering has been successfully applied for social networks [8, 13]. In that
scenario, placing similar social actors nearby in the resulting order yields a significant compression
improvement. Similarly, lexicographic locality is utilized for compressing the Web graph: when pages
are ordered by URL, proximal pages have similar sets of neighbors, which results in an increased
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